What you will be asked to pay to bring your dream vehicle to Australia with us.
Coopers Classic Cars Starting Fee.
This is the price to initiate the import process and CCC to begin contact with your supplier/seller.
USA Trucking Freight.
You will be asked to pay to move the vehicle across the USA from Seller’s location to the Shipping
Company.
‘This amount will be invoiced to you in AUD+gst from CCC, Based on USA exchange rates, calculated on the day of payment to the Trucking USA
Freight Company by CCC. (10% AUSTRALIAN GST will be added to the AUD conversion due to taxation requirements).’

USA Shipping Costs/Packaging Costs
You will be asked to pay a percentage/all of the total container freight cost and packaging/loading fee’s.
Where possible, we will always consolidate with other vehicles and parts to reduce this cost.
‘This amount will be invoiced to you in AUD+gst from CCC, Based on USD exchange rates, calculated on on the day of payment from CCC to the
Shipping Company, (10% AUSTRALIAN GST will be added to the AUD conversion due to taxation requirements).’

Australia’s Government Taxes, the GST & Australian Customs/Quarantine agents handling fee’s.
You will be asked to pay 10% GST on the purchase price of the vehicle. This is the price the government
wants from you to be able to bring your dream vehicle into the country. (It is USD converted to AUD
purchase price then + 10% gst) In Australia, customs and quarantine agents also charge handling fees to
move the containers from the docks to a handling area away from the shipping ports. This is the location
where CCC unload the vehicles and clear them through customs and quarantine.
‘This amount will be invoiced to you in AUD from CCC with a partial GST exempt invoice. This cost is calculated on USD to AUD conversion rates
not on the day of CCC performing the invoicing to you, or even the day you purchased the car. It is calculated on the day the government
approves the import of your vehicle (we cannot control this), because of this you may pay slightly more or even less GST based on the conversion
rate on that given day.’ The customs & quarantine fees are applied with normal GST (See next page example)

Coopers Classic Cars Final Administration Fee.
As much as we would like to, we can’t do all of this work for nothing. There is a lot of time and effort
involved in co-ordinating this process including many late night phone calls overseas, time unloading
containers, awaiting customs approval’s, obtaining import approval’s… the list goes on, much attention
to every detail is spent.
All for you to get the best service possible with delivering your beautiful dream car to you, safe and
sound.
‘This amount will be invoiced to you in AUD from CCC’

Typical Example you may expect to pay (All in Australian Dollars)
Costs

Typical Example you may expect to pay (All in Australian Dollars)

Starting Fee

$POA

Trucking Freight in USA (USA converted cost,
plus 10% gst)

$700-$1400 (depending on distance & state car is in relation to shipping yard)

Shipping cost % of container
(USA converted cost, plus 10% AUS gst)

$2500-$4500

Packing cost % of container
(USA converted cost, plus 10% AUS gst)

Government Tax’s (the GST)
(Invoiced in AUD)

$500-$2000

Calculate approximately 10% GST on top of your AUD vehicle purchase price, this will change.
As it is based on the exchange rate the day the government process your import papers.
(So the GST will not be calculated on what you actually paid in AUD)
EG:
IF you paid $15,000 AUD you can guess a 10% GST of $1500 AUD (Based on an exchange rate
of 0.92c on the day you pay for the car which was actually $16,163 USD)
But what may happen, the rate increases or decreases when they process the paperwork so:
$16,163 USD was paid to seller a 10% GST will be added based on exchange rates of 0.98c
being $15,839 the GST is not $1,500 but $1,583 even though you only paid $15,000 for the
vehicle.

Customs/Quarantine Port fees
(Invoiced in AUD)

$700 - $1600

Final Admin Fee
(Invoiced in AUD)

$POA

*All of the above may change at a moment’s notice without updating this paper it is intended to be used
as a guide only and is in no way guaranteed, that it is accurate.

